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SUMMARY

A P-S data set, with nearby well data for analysis constraint,
was collected in southwest Venezuela to map the strike,
density, and extent of fractures in the hydrocarbon bearing
formation of a reservoir. Three 10 km multicomponent lines
were centered over the reservoir along three different
azimuths. The survey design was geared to maximize the data
quality with respect to resolution, signal-to-noise ratio,
sufficient spatial and temporal sampling, correct near and far
offsets, maximum dip, and elimination of any variation in
amplitude or traveltime that can be confused with lithological
effects. In the implementation stage, we assured accurate
source and receiver locations,firm planting, correct
orientation, and consistent levelling of the geophones.

Well information indicates that the hydrocarbon bearing
formation is a fractured limestone with a depth of
approximately 3000 m, and gently dipping in a NE-SW
direction. Based on previous seismic P-wave data, subtle
lithological structures and small normal faults dominate the
reflection horizons of the target zone. These structures appear
to dominate the production history of the existing wells in the
field, which implies the necessity of high resolution data for
better definition of the seismic events.

Results from the collected data suggest presence of azimuthal
anisotropy that affects P-S converted-wave amplitude and
traveltime. This is observed on the radial and transverse
components, and is a function of location and polarization
angle of the seismic line azimuth with respect to the anisotropy
principal axis of symmetry. Two, out of the three P-wave
sections, tie precisely at their intersection point, while they
exhibit a localized mis-tie (-2.25 s, reservoir level) with the
third line. In contrast, P-S sections exhibit a mis-tie on both
horizontal components, regardless o f  l i n e number.
Observations appear to be consistent with the geological setup
in the area of study. However, accurate quantification of
anisotropic parameters must be done after appropriate
processing of the data and careful confirmation of results with
borehole measurements.

INTRODUCTION

Practical usage of S-wave data to detect subsurface anisotropy
and estimate fracture strike, fracture density, and lateral extent
has been limited by poor quality surface seismic data (Corbin
et al., 1988). However, where data quality was sufficient,
successful results were reported in estimating anisotropic
parameters (Lynn and Thomsen 1986). Due to economic
constraints, P-S converted waves (3-component receiver) have
been used as an alternative to the full (g-component) elastic
wavefield to derive S-wave properties (Garotta and Marechal
1987; Frasier and Winterstein, 1985). However, use of
converted waves is more cumbersome than non-converted
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waves due to variability in fold caused by a dynamic conversion
point, especially in presence of lateral and vertical variations
(Eaton and Lawton, 1992).
Existing S-wave sources are of the surface type, and as a
consequence, data qual i ty is reduced by near-surface
inhomogeneities and anisotropy effects. Near surface effects can
be minimized if the source and/or the receiver are deployed
below the weathering layer (Ata et al., 1990). This suggests that
significant enhancement in the quality of P-S converted waves
could be attained with explosive source surveys. Enhancement
achieved by deploying the charge at a moderate depth insures
significant attenuation of the surface waves. Spatial filters are

. then effective in removing remaining coherent noise.

With the objective to estimate anisotropy parameters in a deep
(approximately 3000 m) reservoir, it was recognized that data
quality was the deciding factor in permitting meaningful
analyses. Extensive elastic wavefield modeling and noise test
analysis preceded the survey to evaluate the feasibility of using
P-S converted waves in mapping the fractures in the reservoir
(Michelena et al., 1994).Results were used to design and set the
parameters of the survey. Data analysis was aided by seven wells
in the field that had the most complete suite of well log
measurements. Results of this survey will be evaluated using
well data from seven vertical wells, and a recently drilled
horizontal well.

SURVEY DESIGN AND ACQUISITION

The survey was designed to intersect existing well control and
surface seismic data in the area. Three 10 km multi-component
lines were centered over the reservoir area of interest, with an
intersection point coinciding with one well location. Each of the
three lines was laid out to intersect two additional wells with the
most complete well logs. Contour maps, from P-wave seismic
data, show two systems of normal faults: one runs in northeast-
southwest and the other in northwest-southeast direction. The
azimuths of two lines were set parallel to the two fault systems,
and the third line bisected the first two, forming an angle of
approximately 41 degrees with respect to line 1. Fig. 1 is an
illustration of survey geometry with respect to the fault systems.
Examination of previous P-wave data sets collected in the area
exhibited subtle structural variations along the reflection
horizons of the reservoir. Stratigraphic and true amplitude
reprocessing of these data improved the quality of the stacked
sections suggesting that higher resolution data could be obtained.

A noise-spread test was performed to examine the quality of
converted waves, severity of ambient noise, surface wave
amplitude and frequency, and optimum source-and-receiver
spacing. This information was used to design an acquisition
geometry that would prevent aliasing surface and converted
waves. The noise spread test consisted of a geophone spread of
240 strings (6 elements per string) and six shotpoints. The
geophones were bunched with group interval of 3 m for a total
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Mapping fractures with P-S waves 2

spread length of 720 m. Theshotpoint interval
yielding a maximum offset of 3.6 km (only 3 shotpoints were
recorded due to field conditions yielding a maximum offset of 2.1
km). From a charge size and depth test it was determined that a
charge of one kilogram at 10 m depth gave the best S/N ratio. To
avoid aliasing of surface waves, the geophone group interval was
set at 17 meters with a linear array between stations. The far-
offset was extended to 3600 m, so the converted wave events
would arrive outside the surface-wave cone. Geometry of the
survey and recording parameters are given in Table 1. The survey
implementation required extensive efforts to maintain consistent
receiver coupling, levelling, and orientation. Each uphole time
and charge depth were recorded and logged for later use in static
corrections and near-surface modeling.

EVIDENCE OF AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPY

Prior to any processing, the raw data were examined for
traveltime, amplitudes and events occurrence with respect to
physical location and azimuth of each line. Fig. 2 is a true
amplitude plot of raw shotgathers of the radial and transverse
components at the start of each of the three lines (refer to Fig. 1).
Lines 1 and 3 show strong energy on both components, while the
energy appears only on the radial component of line 2. This could
result either from lack of anisotropy in this locality or that the
azimuth of line 2 could be closely aligned with one of the axes of
symmetry of anisotropy (i.e., perpendicular or parallel to the
fractures). The anisotropy can be related to a fracture system
associated with the minor fault shown in Fig. 1. The energy
remains nonexistent to weak on the transverse component of line
2, but it starts to increase gradually as the shotpoint approaches
the reservoir location. In contrast, the energy on transverse
component of line 1 decreases in a similar fashion, but never
vanishes. Fig. 3 shows a similar display to Fig. 2, with the
shotpoint at the intersection of the three lines. The increase of P-S
energy on the transverse component of line 1 can be related to a
second fracture system associated with the major fault that runs in

a west-east direction. These effects are expected if the line lies at
an angle with respect to the anisotropy axes of symmetry
(Thomsen, 1988). Likewise, the energy decrease on the
transverse component of line 2 could signify that the azimuth of
this line is nearly coincident with the perpendicular or parallel
direction of fractures. In addition, the energy splits in a consistent
manner on the radial and transverse components of line 3,
independent of physical locations of source and receivers. These
observations are to be expected since this line is near the major
fault and almost parallel to it. Therefore, this line could be
affected mostly by the dominant fractures which may be
associated with the major fault. Finally, no P-S energy is observed
on the transverse components of the three lines above 3.4 s,
which implies that the interval above the reflector, at -3.3 s, is
relatively isotropic.

Initial processing, brute stacks, are shown in Figures 4 and 5. Fig.
4 shows all three sections of the P-wave lines to tie at the
intersection point: (a) lines 1 and 2, (b) lines 1 and 3, and (c) lines
2 and 3. The close tie of the P-wave data (relative to P-S) supports
the belief that P-waves are not affected by azimuthal anisotropy
as much as the P-S data. Note the precise agreement of line 1 and
2, and the minor mis-tie of line 3 with both lines 1 and 2 at the
reservoir level (-2.25 s). This suggests minor anisotropy effects
on the P-wave data. The quality of these brute stacks may be
compared with a final stack section of previously acquired data
shown in Michelena et al. (1994). Fig. 5 shows both radial
components of (a) lines 1 and 2, and (b) lines 2 and 3, at their
intersection point. The P-S data exhibit a mis-tie on both
horizontal components (only radial is shown), regardless of the
lines compared. Lateral amplitude variations along the lines are
observed and they may be related to fracture density variations.
Since no rotation has been applied to these data (Alford, 1986),
contamination between slow  and fast  on the horizontal
components prevents an accurate quantification of anisotropy
parameters at this time. In order to quantify such parameters, the
data will be processed to preserve true amplitude, apply rotation
analysis, and optimize the processing parameters with respect to
statics and velocity analysis.

CONCLUSIONS

A well planned and implemented multicomponent seismic survey
can yield good quality P-S data that allow the estimation of
anisotropic parameters. Careful modeling and noise-spread test
analyses helps to optimize survey parameters and provide
realistic expectations from the data. Careful monitoring of
geophone coupling, levelling and orientation together with depth
and location of the source can avoids errors on the order of
magnitude of the small traveltime and amplitude variations that
can be expected from anisotropy effects.

Results from the collected data exhibit azimuthal anisotropy
effects on the P-S converted wave sections, while no such effects
can be seen on the P-P data. These effects manifest themselves as
traveltime and amplitude differences, on the radial and transverse
components, as a function of location and polarization angle
between a seismic line azimuth and the anisotropy principal axes
of symmetry. The P-wave sections tie fairly well at the
intersection point of the three lines, while the P-S lines exhibit a
sizable mis-tie. Anisotropic effects appear to be caused by two
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3                                                                       Mapping fractures with P-S waves
fracture systems associated with two fault systems in the area of
the experiment. More reliable and accurate quantification of these
parameters will be done after rotation of the survey coordinates to
coincide with the anisotropy axes of symmetry and proper statics
and amplitude corrections are applied to the data. The results
need to be correlated with well-log information and confirmed
with a horizontal well that is being drilled in the area.
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Fig. 1. Multicomponent seismic lines and faulting of the
hydrocarbon producing formation, 0 is the point of
intersection,  denotes a well location, and SP1 is the first
shotpoint. Azimuthal angle is referenced to North.
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Mapping fractures with P-S waves                                 4

Fig. 4. Brule stacks of the vertical component, with the arrow marking the intersection point of
the three lines (tie point). Lines 1 and 2 show a perfect tie, while a small variations
between these two lines and line 3 can be noticed between 2.25-3.00 sec.

Fig. 5. Same as Fig. 4, except here the radial components an shown. Compare the good tie
between lines 1 and 2 for the P-P sections with the corresponding P-S in this figure.
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AVO analysis and modeling applied to fracture detection in coalbed
methane reservoirs, Cedar Hill Field, San Juan Basin, New Mexico

Antonio C.B. Ramos*, Petrobras; Thomas L. Davis, John E. Anderson, and Robert D.
Benson, Colorado School of Mines DP1.4

SUMMARY

The Cedar Hill Field in the San Juan
Basin, New Mexico, produces methane from
fractured coalbed of the Fruitland
Formation. The presence of fracturing is
critical to methane production due to the
absence of matrix permeability in the
coals. To help characterize this coalbed
reservoir a three-dimensional,
multicomponent seismic survey was acquired
in this field. Prestack P-wave amplitude
data are used to delineate zones of larger
Poisson's ratio contrasts (or higher crack
densities) in coalbed methane reservoir,
while source-receiver azimuth sorting is
used to detect preferential directions of
azimuthal anisotropy. Two modeling
techniques (using ray tracing and
reflectivity methods) predict the effects
of fractured coal-seam zones on non-normal
P-wave reflectivity. Synthetic CMP gathers
are generated for a horizontally layered
earth model, which uses elastic parameters
derived from sonic and density log
measurements. Fracture density variations
in the coalbeds are simulated by
anisotropic modeling. The large acoustic
impedance contrasts associated with the
sandstone/coal interfaces dominate the P-
wave reflectivity response. They far
outweigh the effects of contrasts in
anisotropy parameters, for the computed
models. Seismic AVO analysis of nine
macrobins obtained from the 3-D volume
confirms model predictions. Areas with
large AVO products identify coal zones
with large Poisson's ratio contrast,
therefore high fracture density.

INTRODUCTION

Seismic Amplitude-Versus-Offset
(AVO) technology can be used to predict
reservoir properties and fluids. Most of
the work done using this technology,
however, involves non-fractured reservoirs
and two-dimensional seismic data. In this
study, AVO analysis performed on three-
dimensional seismic data proved to be
important in characterizing the coalbed
methane reservoir at Cedar Hill Field.

Gregory (1977) noted that the
presence of fractures in the rocks should
cause an observable increase in the Vp/Vs
ratio (hence an increase in Poisson's
ratio). Poisson's ratio contrasts 
have strong effects on AVO responses,
since they are directly related to non-
normal P-wave reflectivity. Variations in
fracture density within the coal levels of

the Fruitland Formation also have strong
effects on P-wave reflectivity, since
these variations control Poisson's ratio
contrasts at sandstone/coal interfaces.
Laboratory measurements in vertical cores
have shown that Poisson's ratio in
fractured coals increases by as much as
40% from low to high degree of fracturing
(Ramos, 1993).

Reflection coefficients derived for
isotropic/isotropic and
isotropic/anisotropic interfaces are not
significantly different if the velocity
contrast is high , i.e., if strong
reflections are present. At the basal
levels of the Fruitland Formation, high
velocity sandstones (with compressional
velocities  m/s and density

 g/cm 3) occur above important coal
levels (with compressional velocity 
m/s and density  g/cm 3), producing a
large acoustic impedance contrast. This
large reflection coefficient is greatly
dependent on variations in Poisson's ratio
in the coal levels.

CEDAR HILL 3-D, 3-C SURVEY

The Cedar Hill Field encompasses
approximately 125 Km 2 and is located in
the northwestern portion of the San Juan
Basin, New Mexico (Figure 1).
Approximately 3.4 Km 2 of 3-D, 3-C seismic
data was acquired in the area of Cedar
Hill Field, where methane production is
associated with the presence of enhanced
fracture permeability in the coalbeds of
the Fruitland Formation. These coals occur
in thin layers from 0.2 to 6.0 meters
thick. High production trends are
developed along opened fracture sets. Two
fracturing trends oriented NW and NE have
been recognized in the area, which conform
to the natural cleat system in the coals.

Preliminary data processing of the
3-D, 3-C data included true amplitude
recovery, deconvolution, refraction
statics, CMP sort, NMO and residual
statics. Square CMP bins 60 by 60 feet
(18.3 by 18.3 meters) were defined for the

project. 102 east-west (crossline) and 104
north-south (inline) CMP tracks were
created, generating 10608 CMP bin
locations. Nine adjacent CMP gathers (a
3x3 macrobin) were extracted out of the
CMP sorted volume for prestack amplitude
analysis. These macrobins have better
offset and azimuth distribution than
single CMP gathers, which contributes for
improved velocity and amplitude analysis.
After two passes of 2-D velocity analysis
and two passes of surface consistent 3-D
residual statics, the following steps were
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Fracture detection in coalbed reservoirs 2

performed: trace rebinning (within 100 ft,
or 30.48 m, bins),  trace edit ing, surface
consistent amplitude balancing, offset
ordering, trace summing within 100 ft
(30.48 m) offset ranges, band pass
fi l ter ing and phase rotat ion. Figure 2
shows the P-wave data for macrobin #5,
located in the center of the survey, after
the processing mentioned above.
Undulations in the normalized amplitude
data are mainly caused by converted waves
and coherent noise,which can contribute
to distort the AVO estimates of gradient
and intercept.A robust linear regression
to obtain gradient and intercept AVO
measurements,based on the criterion of
the least absolute deviations, was used.
This type of l inear f i t  l imited the
damage caused by small wavelength
osci l lat ions in the amplitude data.

AVO MODELING AND DATA

A horizontally layered earth model
was generated using elastic parameters
derived from sonic and density log
measurements acquired at the Hamilton #3
well . Anisotropic parameters were derived
using expressions derived by Thomsen
(1993) in his model for aligned cracks in
porous rocks. Laboratory measurements
were taken from competent cores, probably
the least fractured,from the Hamilton #3
well. These measurements indicate a
substantial  increase of the Poisson's
ratio of the coal levels with the degree
of fracturing. Larger Poisson's rat io
contrasts  are expected between
sandstones and coals when the coals are
considerably fractured.

In Cedar Hil l  Field, the f luid
f i l l ing the crack system of the coals is
expected to be gas or water. The presence
of gas in the crack system of the coals,
for lower confining pressures, reduces the
P-wave velocity signif icantly. This effect
is less important for S-wave velocity,
which contributes to lower Vp/Vs ratio in
gas saturated condition. Confining
pressure at the level of the Fruit land
coals is est imated around 1900 psi
which somewhat reduces the influence'of
the saturant fluid on P-wave velocity. The
effect of changes in the saturant f luid
and degree of fracturing were determined
from laboratory measurements in vertical
and horizontal cores with different
fracture densit ies.Average Vp/Vs ratios,
in vert ical coal cores, for br ine-
saturated samples were 1.97, 2.15 and
2.34, considering l i t t le, modest and large
fracture densities. The correspondent
values for air-saturated cores were 1.85,
1.89 and 1.95. Therefore, Vp/Vs ratios
(hence Poisson's ratio) for the coal
increased with the degree of fracturing
and decreased with the presence of gas in
the fracture system.

Figure 3 shows the effect of
increasing the coal's crack density on the
P-wave reflectivity of the interface
coal/sandstone.P-wave reflectivity
responses are plotted in absolute values.
Anisotropy parameters were computed using
a model of aligned cracks in a elastic
solid (Thomsen, 1993) and were modified
according to the crack density magnitude.
Fracture orientation was considered
perpendicular to the seismic profile. Near
ver t ica l  inc idence there is  l i t t le  e f fec t
of crack density variations on P-wave
reflectivity, however, for intermediate
incidence angles, up to 40 degrees, as
crack density increases the AVO gradient
is increased.When purely isotropic model
are analized, the variat ions in coal 's
crack density are simulated by reducing
the Poisson's rat io in the coal, therefore
increasing the Poisson's rat io contrast at
the interface and consequently affecting
the AVO gradient in the same way (large 
correspond to large AVO gradients).The
effect of changing the velocity contrast
between the upper (sandstone) and lower
(coal) layer, keeping  constant, is that
of an overal l  increase in the reflectivity
response (and in the AVO intercept) as the
velocity contrast is increased.

The normalized P-wave RMS amplitude
data, for the reflection at the top of the
lower producing coal, corresponding to
each macrobin,was plotted against s i n2  
(where  is the average angle of
incidence and transmission, computed from
raytracing through the earth model).The
angle was limited to 33°, in
accordance with the linearized expressions
for P-wave reflection coefficients (Shuey,
1985). A robust linear regression was used
to obtain estimates of AVO gradient (G),
AVO intercept (IO) and AVO product (G
•IO) The actual AVO response was
considered as:

         

Figure 4 shows the AVO product map
obtained from the linearized estimates.
Large values of AVO product (and AVO
gradient) are found in the vincinity of
the macrobins 3 and 5. This map shows a
good correspondence with the P-wave
relative amplitude map for the top of the
lower producing coal, obtained from
poststack data with deconvolution and
migration applied (Shuck, 1993). There is
also good agreement with the crack density
map determined from time-delay anisotropy
estimates and from reflection amplitudes,
obtained from poststack shear-wave data
(shuck, 1993).The central and
southwestern areas of the survey
correspond to a str ike-sl ip fault  zone,
which possibly caused the higher degree of
fracturing in the coals. This was possibly
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3 Fracture detection in coalbed reservoirs

the case at the Hamilton #3 well. There
are also indications (Johnson, 1991) of
severe differential compaction in the
Cedar Hill area, which affects the
fracture permeability of the coals. In the
survey area, stronger differential
compaction is expected near the southwest
corner of the survey, which affected the
coal's crack density and consequently the
AVO response.

Azimuthal AVO analysis was carried
out in the P-wave macrobin data with the
objective of detecting any preferential
trend of P-wave anisotropy. Anisotropic
modeling have shown that slightly large P-
wave amplitudes should occur when the
seismic profile parallels the fracture
strike. Analysis of the macrobin amplitude
data have shown that unbalanced azimuth
and offset distribution affect the AVO
responses. Azimuthal analysis of the P-
wave amplitude for the top of the lower
producing coals in macrobins with better
azimuth distribution have shown trends of
slightly larger amplitudes towards
north/northwest, which agrees with the
polarization of the fast shear-wave
(shuck, 1993) and the butt cleat
orientation found in the coals.

CONCLUSIONS

This study demonstrates how prestack
P-wave amplitude data can be used to
delineate zones of larger AVO gradients
(or large Poisson's ratio contrasts) from
the sandstone/coal reflections. Core and
well log data from Cedar Hill Field have
shown that these zones correspond to
higher fracture densities in the coal
layers. The integration of 3-D, 3-C
seismic data and AVO analysis constitutes
a new approach to characterize fractured
reservoirs. Application of this new
approach can reduce the risk and improve
hydrocarbon productivity in coalbed
methane fields.
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FIG. 1. Location map of Cedar Hill Field
in San Juan Basin, New Mexico.
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Fracture detection in coalbed reservoirs 4

FIG. 2. P-wave data for macrobin #5. FIG. 4. AVO product map in the Cedar Hill
3-D, 3-C survey.

FIG. 3. E f f ec t  o f  i nc reas ing  t he  coa l ' s
crack dens i ty on P-wave re f l ec t i v i t y .
Anisotropic raytracing modeling was used
to generate the responses.
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Multicomponent seismic and borehole experiment to establish and identify
the cause of anisotropy in the 2nd white specks at Garrington, Alberta

William N. Goodway* and Lawrence F. Mayo, PanCanadian Petroleum Ltd. DPl.5

SUMMARY
An orthogonal 2D multicomponent grid using
compressional/shear airguns was acquired along with two
P-Sv converted wave offset VSP’s and a zero offset shear
VSP. The objective was to establish fracture orientation
(assumed from caving zones in producing wells) within
the 2nd White Speckled Shale of the Upper Cretaceous
Colorado Group. Measurements indicate a periodic thin
layering (PTL) anisotropy or transverse isotropy (TI), as
opposed to fracture induced azimuthal or extensive-
dilatancy anisotropy (EDA). TI or PTL anisotropy can
give similar observations of Sl/S2 ray splitting, to
fracture induced EDA, from propagation in off-principal
axes (25º-40°) through elastic cyclothems, that are
considerably less than a seismic wavelength.
Conclusions on anisotropy were made from stacking
velocity differences between in-line Sv and cross-line Sh,
despite consistent To times and interpretation of shear
stacks with borehole measurements for evidence of shear
wave splitting or rotation. Applying Sh NMO corrections
to the Sv data at line ties, show velocity differences due
to TI effects, through event miss-ties and deterioration of
Sv stacks. In-line Sv velocities were consistently faster
(l0-20%) than cross-line Sh, irrespective of line
orientation. Correlation of surface and borehole data give
Vp/Vs ratios indicating overlying, thin layered, high shale
content elastics that explain the PTL/TI effects. A zero
offset shear VSP, Formation Micro Scanner and
horizontal drilling also confirm the lack of vertical
fractures (ie. EDA). Implications of these TI effects on
Sl/S2 splitting or rotation, for fracture induced azimuthal
anisotropy, may be significant, because surface methods
record propagation in off-principal incidence angles up to
25º-40° where “quasi” TI differences are greatest (see
figs.1 & 2).

ACQUISITION PARAMETERS &
PREPROCESSING
Four inclined (gimbal mounted) 150 cu.inch, Omnipulse
airguns, were used, with 8 sums per 60m shotpoint. The
split spread layout consisted of 180 channels of three
component Oyo phones, in 9 point arrays across a 30m
station spacing. Care was taken to ensure that relative
polarities between receiver components were accurately
noted and maintained during acquisition and processing.
Recording was with an I/O System 1, for 8sec.at 2msec.
sampling. The inclined impulsive motion from each source
causes both P and Sh/Sv wave motion. Separation of P,
Sh/Sv, and P-Sv modes is by summing or subtracting
opposed source records after careful matching of the
relative coupling strengths between source pairs,
especially for subtraction. Dominant modes are well
separated through this method and observations on data
quality, affecting later processing and interpretation, were
made from just the gained raw shots.

OBSERVATION OF MODES ON RAW SHOTS
WITH/WITHOUT SUMMING/SUBTRACTING
Observations on four orientations of unsummed/
unsubtracted shots (in-line and cross-line on E-W line)
show various wave propagation modes with different
arrival times (velocities) and reflection strengths. By
comparing the same strong Paleozoic reflection, identified
on all shots, the following conclusions were drawn:
a) All shot orientations into vertical receivers show
predominantly faster, higher frequency P-wave events at
1.5 sec. Also “contaminating” P-Sv converted wave
events can be identified by comparison with the earliest
arrivals from the same shot orientations into in-line
receivers. This means the near surface weathering acts as
an additional mode separator due to greater P-wave
refraction (velocity contrast) at the weathering/water
table interface, than the equivalent P-Sv converted wave.
b) All source/receiver in-line components show both,
early arrivals with faster moveout (P-Sv wave reflections
at 2.25 set ie.(1/2 P + l/2 S ) 2 way time), as well as
slower, late, pure in-line Sv shear arrivals at 3 .O sec.
visible on the in-line phone only suggesting no split shear
wave rotation.
c) The source/receiver cross-line components also show a
similar lack of rotation or birefringence complimenting
the Sv observation above. This means only parallel
alignment of source and receiver polarization axes give
pure shear arrivals, not the perpendicular combinations.
An initial conclusion is that only two out of three
possibilities exist in the detection of vertical fracture
planes; either the acquisition axes are aligned to the
fracture plane direction or there is no vertical fracture
plane response.
Confirmation of this conclusion can be seen by comparing
fig,3 from the Austin Chalk (Li et al, 1992) with fig.4 from
Garrington (subtracted opposed shot orientations), for
indication of how vertical fracture EDA might appear.
Split shear rotation produces strong, shared reflection
energy between both parallel and perpendicular source/
receiver components as seen on the 45º to fracture line
Xx,Xy,Yx,Yy shot matrix in fig.3. When acquisition axes
are aligned to the fracture planes (see principal fracture
axis line in fig.3) there is no sharing of reflection energy
between the parallel Xx,Yy and the perpendicular Xy,Yx
source/receiver components. Despite having concluded
the above, some vague hyperbolic reflections are still
visible a little above 3.0 sec. on some in-line receivers
from cross-line sources. However, these reflections have
faster moveout and are probably later “contaminating”
P-Sv converted wave reflections from a basement event.
This and further contamination by a stronger elliptical
ground roll motion, picked up on the in-line receivers,
means that the resulting in-line (Sv) shear sections are
consistently weaker in amplitude irrespective of line
orientation.
These observations of amplitude differences between Sh
and Sv due to cross-line versus in-line contamination
being independent of line orientation, means less
confidence can be placed on fracture density information
from shear polarization’s (Sh v. Sv attenuation) aligned in
or across vertical fracture planes, assuming fractures are
in fact present with sufficient concentration for detection.
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Anisotropic multicomponent seismic/borehole experiment 2

d) The results from subtraction of the opposed shot
orientations, shown in the fig.4  shot matrix,
give additional observations on refracted and reflected
events; the source sum/subtract method for P/S mode
separation works well without the need to balance
equivalent shot amplitudes, (though these were checked
on first breaks) and cross-line Sh first breaks are excellent
and were used for computing the shear refraction static
for both in-line Sv and cross-line Sh records.

directions, standard processing was applied to P-wave
components. The S-wave data was treated as identically
as possible so that final amplitudes, inversion and event

PROCESSING
AfTer correctly summing/subtracting the opposing shot

b) Cross-line Sh compared to in-line Sv component,
stacking velocities
The Sv in-line velocities were consistently faster than the
Sh cross-line equivalent. This fact became significant as
the Sh cross-line velocities were applied to the Sv in-line
component data to maintain consistent dynamic/static
corrections for the four component birefringence/rotation
analysis. The result of this slower Sh velocity NMO
application to the Sv data, was to miss-stack the SV

correcting on the in-line Sv stacks and was not the
expected fracture induced azimuthal anisotropic effect.
An azimuthal effect should be line inconsistent and earth

sections with a fairly consistent “pull up” (10-15msec.
earlier arrivals) for all lines irrespective of orientation.
This is the most obvious evidence of TI as it needed

calibration would be easier due to similar wavelet phase
and amplitude characteristics, despite bandwidth and
polarity differences.
The basic flow for both P and S-wave was:
Geometry and phone polarity check
Refraction Statics (test of 2 methods for the S-wave)
Spiking Deconvolution
Velocity Analysis (key for in-line to cross-line S-wave
components showing differences due to anisotropy)
Residual Statics
Mild K filter (spatial anti-alias for CDP sort/resample)
Surface Consistent Scaling
Stack
Shear Birefringence Analysis (4 component trial
rotation & simple cross-correlation analyses)
Filter (P-wave of 10-60 Hz, S-wave of 8-25Hz)
Scaling (single long window)
Post stack enhancement (FX & zero phase decon)
Migration

The main noteworthy differences concerning the S-wave
data are:
a) Refraction statics
Shear statics are larger than P-wave statics due to slower
relative S-wave weathering layer velocities ( being
unaffected by the water table). This means good
refraction static estimates are important, otherwise large
residual static tolerances are needed with the risk of cycle
skips. An initial approach using double the P-wave static
combined with the P-Sv converted wave residual receiver
static, was more expensive and time consuming, with
obvious incorrect results. This complicated approach was
based on a belief that no shear component first break was
usable. A second simpler method actually used the
obvious, strong Sh cross-line first breaks, ensuring their
validity by comparing the basic static profile patterns, but
not absolute values, with the P-Sv converted wave
residual. Static profile comparisons between the two
methods, shows that double the P static profile is very
different in value and pattern to either of P-Sv or Sh static
profiles making it inappropriate. The resulting Sh cross-
line component brute stacks show that the pure Sh first
break refraction approach is undeniably the best while the
double P static plus P-Sv residual, has “static busts” of

consistent, especially at line ties.
The final S-wave  horizontal component
stack matrices show that even with scaling (ie. non
relative amplitude comparisons) there are no significant
cross component  reflections, confirming the shot
observations and indicating that rotation analysis was
redundant due to no observable birefringence.

 RATIO CALCULATIONS FROM SONIC
AND SURFACE SEISMIC

 ratio comparisons were obtained using P/S sonic
log and stack section   calculations, along with
correlation of surface data,VSP and log responses.
Absolute values show limited correlation, however there
is a connection in the relative trends for 
measurements for the various lithologies.Some values
are very high  2.0 due to the massive shales and thin
layering in this area, especially above the Lea Park.
An attempt was made to use VSP and surface seismic P/S
inversions but the unconstrained data were not robust
enough for any meaningful result in lithology mapping,
except to support the distinctive, very fine layering
measured above the Lea Park from the log data.

over 100 ms.

ANISOTROPY MEASUREMENTS AND
INTERPRETATION
The effects of the slower cross-line Sh stacking velocities,
irrespective of line orientation (mentioned above), can be
seen at the orthogonal line tie, stack comparison of fig.7.
Since the slow cross-line Sh velocities were applied to the
in-line Sv data, so a miss-tie occurs with the faster Sv
component being consistently earlier than the Sh (note
“thickened character” of events on the last superimposed

 plot of fig.7). Also the in-line Sv stack response is
degraded compared to the cross-line Sh.
This same effect appears when a four component rotation
analysis is attempted. The result is an azimuthally
inconsistent + to -ve rotation angle (relative to a fixed
E-W reference) between orthogonal lines at tie points,
suggesting an anisotropic effect connected to the line and
not to any particular azimuth. A simpler crosscorrelation
comparison at the same tie point, with E-W minus N-S
maintained between Sh and Sv components was tried on
both lines. The result is that the E-W line shows E-W
(Sv) leading N-S (Sh) while the N-S line shows N-S (SV)
leading E-W (Sh), confirming that the shear component
relationship is independent of line orientation.
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3 Anisotropic multicomponent seismic/borehole experiment

The in-line Sv velocity picks are consistently l0-20%
faster at 1850-2300m/s between 1 .O to 3.0 sec, compared
to cross-line Sh of 1600-2080m/s, on both orthogonal
lines (see frg.6). The degree of anomalous shear wave
anisotropy in this TI case can be related to some of
Thomsen’s (1986) measurements and equations for weak
anisotropy.
Finally applying the cross-line Sh velocity to the in-line Sv
component gives, at the orthogonal line tie, the corrected
gather matrix of fig.5 showing an over correction (NMO
velocity too slow) of the in-line Sv event at 2.7 sec. on
both lines. Note however (as mentioned above) that there
is a consistent time zero arrival of the same event at 2.7
sec. between Sh and Sv for both lines. This means the
fastest velocities for in-line Sv arrivals are on further
offsets, toward the mute zone with propagation angles in
the 25º-40’ range, while at 0º normal incidence, Sv equals
Sh. The result of stacking the Sv component with more
appropriate 10º-20% faster, in-line velocities (picked from
conventional velocity scans of in-line Sv coffs.) shows the
expected TI effect, as an improved stack response with
later arrival times of the events, especially between 2.5
and 3.0 sec. These events now tie the cross-line Sh
equivalent.

BOREHOLE CONFIRMATION USING; OFFSET
P-WAVE & ZERO-OFFSET SHEAR VSP’S AND
FMS TOOL
Two 45º azimuth, offset P-wave VSP’s were consequently
shot to specifically detect a rotation or birefringence
effect on the direct and reflected P-Sv converted wave.
When the rotated horizontal phone axes (maximized to P
1st breaks; Hmax/Hmin) are plotted with relative
amplitude gain, the P-Sv energy is equally visible only on
the “in-line” Sv (Hmax) axes and not the “cross-line” Sh
(Hmin) of either VSP. This test confirmed the lack of
observable split shear wave rotation at a variety of
azimuths, including the surface data, as no birefringence is
visible. Additionally, the zero-offset pure shear VSP
components (radial; E-W, and transverse; N-S, relative to
the borehole) showed no shear wave splitting into Sl/S2
or any birefringence rotation into cross source/receiver
components. Formation shear wave velocities derived
from both the vertical zero-offset VSP and dipole shear
sonic, show rms. values that are approximately 6-8%
slower than those derived from the surface seismic cross-
line Sh components and is in agreement with the
anomalous TI effect (10º-20% Sv/Sh).
A Formation Micro Scanner log in the latest well showed
direct visible evidence of very few near vertical fractures,
and instead numerous periodic thin layers (PTL)
confirming the cause for this TI effect. An earth model as
a TI medium is the only apparent explanation of what this
experiment measured.

CONCLUSIONS
1)A better use of cross-line Sh first breaks to obtain
correct shear refraction statics was demonstrated.
2)Excellent P to S-wave correlation of surface seismic
was made possible by using a number of integrated
borehole measurements including both P and S-wave

sonic logs and VSPs.
3)The measurement of consistently faster Sv to Sh
velocities on all lines, irrespective of orientation, is the
result of a PTL or TI anisotropic effect from massive, thin
layered sand/shale sequences. The anisotropy was found
to be between 10 to 20%.
4)No fracture induced azimuthal anisotropic rotation was
seen on any polarized Sv/Sh or P-Sv converted wave
data.
5)Reduction of the four component rotation analysis error
may detect lateral variation in the TI anisotropic effect for
a sand/shale ratio, lithologic indicator.
6)In general anisotropic effects are complicated and
compensation for one effect (TI) may allow for a better
measurement of other effects (azimuthal).
7)Need for future comparison between the P-Sv
converted wave data and pure shear modes for
implications on processing and interpretation due to
anomalous TI velocity differences.
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Anisotropic multicomponent seismic/borehole experiment 4

Fig.1. PRINCIPAL AXIS SHEAR-WAVE SPLITTING PHYSICAL MODEL,
AZIMUTHAL ANISOTROPY lrom Tntham & McCormak 1991 SEG.IG#6, Multicomp.in Explr.

FIG 7. E-W LINE 2 1 COMPARISON    CROSS-LINE & SV IN-LINE STACKS 
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Anisotropic resistivity tomography: A model study for characterization of
fractured rocks

Yutaka Sasaki, Kyushu University, Japan DP1.6

SUMMARY

Since fractured rocks often exhibit
anisotropy with respect to hydraulic
conductivity, it is expected that
anisotropy may play an important factor in
describing their electrical properties.
Based upon this observation, numerical
experiments have been carried out to
determine whether anisotropic resistivity
tomography can be used for characterization
of fractured rocks. In fractured rock
masses, the conventional 2-D inversion in
which anisotropy is ignored produces
peculiar distortions of the resistivity
distribution. In contrast, the inversion
accounting for anisotropy reconstructs
anisotropic background media, as well as
conductive anomalies associated with the
zones of concentrated fracturing. It is
also found that the fracture planes
inclined with respect to the strike
direction may have no significant effects
on 2-D inversion if the angle is within
about 20°.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years, resistivity
tomography has received particular
attention as a means for characterization
of the subsurface materials. Since
resistivities of rocks are controlled by
aqueous electrolytic conduction by way of
pores, fractures, cracks and faults,
resistivity tomography has considerable
potential for many geotechnical applications
where fractures are important. It is well
known that fractured rocks often exhibit
anisotropy with respect to hydraulic
conductivity (e.g., Hsieh and Neuman,1985).
Thus, it is reasonable to expect that
anisotropy may play an important factor in
describing the electrical properties of
fractured rocks. Although a great deal
of theoretical and modeling works have
been done related to electrical anisotropy
(e.g., Kunz and Moran,1958; Eloranta,l988),
very few studies are concerned specifically
with anisotropy caused by fractures and
cracks. Recently, Yokoi et al.(1991)
reported on a resistivity tomography
conducted at the Kamaishi mine to
characterize in-situ hard rocks, suggesting
that incorporating anisotropy into 2-D
inversion results in an image of the
resistivity distribution that is more
consistent with known geology.

The purpose of this paper is to
demonstrate through numerical experiments
that anisotropic media representing
fractured rocks can be reproduced from

2-D inversion of cross-borehole resistivity
data. The inversion technique used here is
similar to that in Yokoi et al.(1991), but
the main differences are that dipping
anisotropy can be handled and a point
source (rather than a line source) is
assumed.

FINITE-ELEMENT METHOD

The partial differential equation for
electrical potential  due to a dc point
source in a 3-D anisotropic medium may be
given by

          (y)  (z) , (1)
where  and  represent the
components of the resistivity in the x, y,
z coordinate axes, respectively. Here the
source at the origin is described by Dirac
delta functions and the current I.
I assume that there is no change in the
resistivity distribution in the y (strike)
direction and that That is, 
and represent longitudinal and
transverse resistivities (in the directions
parallel and perpendicular to the "bedding"
or"fracturing") respectively, and are
functions of only two space coordinates,
x and z. With symmetry about y=O, a
Fourier cosine transform with respect to
the y coordinate may be applied:

Equation (1) can then be written as
2

It is well known that the variational
equation equivalent to the above partial
differential equation is

 2 
   +  +   (4)

X Z
The finite-element formulation, using
triangular elements (Figure I), leads to
the element matrix equation:

where   with the others
being obtained by a cyclic permutation of
the subscripts i, j, and k, and  is the
area of the triangular element.

In deriving the above equation, the
principal directions of anisotropy need to
coincide with the x and z coordinate axes.
Since measurement can be made with an
electrode system in any directions, the
orientation of a principal direction
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Anisotropic resistivity tomography 2

re la t ive to  a  f ixed coord inate  system (X,Z)
needs to be introduced.The transformation
between two coordinate systems is given by

where  is  the  ang le  betwee
coordinate axes (Figure 1).

n the two

LEAST-SQUARES INVERSION

As in " i so t rop i c " r e s i s t i v i t y
invers ion, the region being modeled is
divided into a number of blocks. The
res is t iv i ty  in  each b lock is  assumed to  be
specif ied by two parameters, px and pZ.
I n  add i t i on , the ang le  o f  the pr inc ipa l
d i r e c t i o n ,  8 , is assumed to be constant
over anisotropic media. Thus if  the model
cons is ts  o f  M b locks,  the to ta l  number  o f
the (unknown) model parameters is 2M+l.
The par t ia l  der iva t ives  o f  apparent
res is t iv i ty  w i th  respect  to  model
res i s t i v i t i e s  can  be  e f f i c i en t l y  ob ta i ned
by us ing the sens i t iv i ty  theorem (Tr ipp e t
a l . , 1984). The der iva t ives  wi th  respect
to  are computed through a numerical
d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n . I n  o r d e r  t o  s t a b i l i z e
the i te ra t ive  process,  a  smoothness
c o n s t r a i n t  i s  i n c o r p o r a t e d  i n t o  t h e  l e a s t -
squares formulat ion by jo in t ly  min imiz ing
the data misfi t  and the model roughness
represented us ing the Lap lac ians (or
s e c o n d  d e r i v a t i v e s )  o f  b l o c k  r e s i s t i v i t i e s .

NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Figure 2 shows a 2-D model where two
i so t rop i c  d i kes  w i t h  a  r es i s t i v i t y  o f  
are embedded in an otherwise homogeneous,
anisotropic whole space. T h e  r e s i s t i v i t i e s
of  the an isot rop ic  background are  

and the angle  o f  the x  d i rect ion
r e l a t i v e  t o  t w o  p a r a l l e l  b o r e h o l e s  i s  
The low-res is t iv i ty  d ikes s imula te  shear
zones or the zones of most concentrated
f rac tur ing in  a  rock mass. Apparent
res is t iv i t ies  were generated us ing the
f in i te-e lement  method for  po le-d ipo le
array, and were contaminated with 3%
Gaussian noise. F igure  3  shows the resu l t
o f  i s o t r o p i c  2 - D  i n v e r s i o n  a f t e r  t h r e e  
i t e r a t i o n s . The model was divided into
162 blocks, and  t he  i n i t i a l  guesses  f o r
a l l  r e s i s t i v i t i e s  w e r e  s e t  a t  While
t he  l ow - res i s t i v i t y  zones  a re  c l ea r l y
i d e n t i f i a b l e , a r t i f i c i a l  l o w - r e s i s t i v i t y
anomalies appear between boreholes, and
high-res is t iv i ty  anomal ies immediate ly
outs ide the boreho les . T h e s e  a r t i f a c t s
appear  to  be due to  ignor ing an isot ropy.
The rms data mis f i t  o f  14% is  fa i r ly  h igh
compared to  the leve l  o f  the data no ise.
Anisotropic inversion was then performed
using the same block geometries.The
in i t ia l  guesses used for  a l l  b locks were

  a n d  A f t e r  t h ree
i t e r a t i o n s , the rms data  mis f i t  i s  7%.
The estimated  is 92". Figures 4a and 4b

show  the  res i s t i v i t y  d i s t r i bu t i on  f o r  
and  respect ive ly ;  F igure 4c shows the
d i s t r i bu t i on  f o r  t he  mean  res i s t i v i t y
defined by Pm-- - G .  N o t  o n l y  a r e  t h e  l o w -
res i s t i v i t y  d i kes  c l ea r l y  de f i ned ,  bu t  t he
anisot rop ic  background is  near ly  cor rec t ly
reconst ruc ted.

Figure 5 shows a 2-D model with two
 ( isotropic) dipping dikes embedded in

an anisotropic background.T h e  r e s i s t i v -
i t ies of the background medium are 
and and the angle  o f  the x
d i r e c t i o n  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  b o r e h o l e s  i s  

 wh i ch  i s  i den t i ca l  t o  t he  d i pp i ng
angle of  the d ikes. The resu l t  o f
performing isotropic 2-D inversion is shown
in  F igure  6 . A  whole space was used
as the s tar t ing model . The rms data misfi t
a t ta ined a f ter  th ree i te ra t ions was 16%.
As in  the prev ious example,  low-res is t iv i ty
ar t i fac ts  are  seen between the boreho les
(pa r t i cu l a r l y  nea r  t he  l e f t  edge  o f  t he
sec t i on ) , and  h i gh - res i s t i v i t y  a r t i f a c t s
are found outs ide boreholes.Anisotropic
inversion was performed, start ing from a
whole  space wi th    and 
8 A f t e r  t h r e e  i t e r a t i o n s ,  t h e  r m s  d a t a
misfi t  was reduced to 9%. The angle 
estimated from this inversion is 61°, which
i s  n e a r l y  c o r r e c t . Figure 7 shows the
r e s u l t  o f  i n v e r s i o n  f o r  r e s i s t i v i t i e s .
A l though there are  s l ight  d is tor t ions on
the  d i s t r i bu t i on  o f   and   t he  l ow
r e s i s t i v i t y  z o n e s  a s  w e l l  a s  a n i s o t r o p i c
background are wel l  recovered.I t  i s  a l s o
found that  the mean res is t iv i ty   g ives
a more s tab le  so lu t ion than  and 

In  2-D invers ion,  f rac ture  p lanes
are  assumed to  be para l le l  to  the  s t r ike
d i r ec t i on , so  t he  v i o l a t i on  o f  t h i s
assumpt ion should  lead to  d is tor t ions o f
t h e  r e s i s t i v i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n . I examine,
using a homogeneous anisotropic model,
t o  wha t  ex ten t  t he  e f f ec t  o f  t he  f r ac tu re
p lanes inc l ined wi th  respect  to  the s t r ike
d i rec t ion a f fec ts  2-D invers ion. The
example chosen is a whole-space medium
wi th   and   and  
The angle which fracture planes make with
the p lane conta in ing the boreho les  (or  the
x-z  p lane) , 8, was varied from  50".
Note that 2-D assumption is val id when

The theoret ica l  no ise- f ree data
were generated for  f ive d i f ferent  angles
o f  The e lec t rode conf igurat ions used
were the same as those in previous
examples. In each inversion, the model
was divided into 162 blocks, and the
i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  o f    a n d

 used. The resu l ts  a f ter  two
i t e r a t i o n s  a r e  l i s t e d  i n  T a b l e  1 . I n  t h i s
t a b l e , t h e  r e s u l t s  f o r  r e s i s t i v i t i e s  a r e
expressed in terms of percent rms (average)
e r r o r s . As expected, the accuracy of  the
e s t i m a t e d   and  decreases as  
deviates from 90". However, i t  i s  f ound
that  the er rors  may be acceptab le  i f  the
angle of deviat ion is within about 20°.
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3                                                                         Anisotropic resistivity tomography

CONCLUSIONS

Numerical experiments have been
carr ied out  to  demonst ra te  that
an isot rop ic  res is t iv i ty  tomography can be
an  e f f ec t i ve  t oo l  f o r  cha rac te r i z i ng
f rac tured rocks. In, a fractured rock mass
exhib i t ing an isot ropy,  the convent iona l
2-D inversion in which anisotropy is
ignored produces pecu l ia r  d is tor t ions o f
t h e  r e s i s t i v i t y  d i s t r i b u t i o n . The
invers ion account ing for  an isot ropy
successfu l ly  reconst ruc ts  an isot rop ic
background media,as well as conductivity
anomalies associated with the zones of
concent ra ted f rac tur ing. I t  i s  a l so  f ound
tha t  t he  f r ac tu re  p l anes  i nc l i ned  w i t h
respect  to  the s t r ike  d i rec t ion may have
no s ign i f icant  e f fec ts  on 2-D invers ion
i f  the ang le  is  w i th in  about  20 ' .

I  would l ike to thank Power Reactor
and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) for  f inanc ia l  suppor t .  . I  a lso
would l ike to thank Koichi Yokoi of
Nittetsu Mining Company and Ken Hasegawa
of PNC for useful discussions.
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93-101.

Hsieh, P.A., 1985, Field determination of
the three-d imensional  hydrau l ic
conduct iv i ty  tensor  o f  an isot rop ic  media,
1. theory: Water Resources Research, 21,
1655-1665.

Kunz, K.S., and Moran, J.H., 1958, Some
ef fects  of  format ion anisot ropy On
res is t iv i ty  measurements  in  boreholes:
Geophysics, 23, 770-794.
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C . M . , J r . , 1984, Two-dimensional
res is t iv i ty  invers ion:  Geophys ics ,  49,
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programs at the Kamaishi mine: Butsuri-
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Fig. 1. A tr iangular element of an
anisotropic medium.

Fig.2. 2-D model with conductive
dikes embedded in an otherwise
homogeneous,anisotropic whole space.

F ig .3 .  Resu l t  o f  i n ve rs i on  f o r  t he
model of Fiq.2, assuming an isotropic
medium.
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A n i s o t r o p y  r e s i s t i v i t y  t o m o g r a p h y               4

b

Fiq .4 . Resul t  o f  invers ion for  the
model of Fig.2, assuming an anisotropic
medium.  

Fig.5. 2-D model with conductive
dipping dikes embedded in an
Otherwise homogeneous, anisotropic
whole space.

F iq .6 . Resul t  o f  invers ion for  the model
Of Fig.5, assuming an isotropic medium.

Fig. 7. Result of inversion for the model
o f  F i q .5 , assuming an anisotropic medium.
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2Channel wave processing

FIGURE 2. Six component data matrix for seven different sets of source
activations, the first four being at a different lateral position in the
coal-seam from the last group of three. A four-component subset of these
data is used in the similarity transformation.

work by developing a quantitative analysis of polarization anomalies in the
data using processing methods, invert the processed dispersion, and
indicate how this may enhance the anisotropic interpretation.

Model for wave processing
The channel waves are processed by adapting the vector convolutional
model of Zeng and MacBeth (I 993). In this model of the wave process
the three-component vector displacements,  (t) and  at the ith
receiver generated by the two orthogonal source motions? s’(t) and 
are collected together in a single data matrix     and
related to the source matrix S(t) = (s’(t)  As the velocity and
polarization varies with frequency for guided waves. it is not possible to
define distinct arrivals in the time-domain, and coherent wave modes’in
the frequency domain must be analysed.Assuming a uniform anisotropic
medium between source and receiver, the data matrix may be computed
using:

It is assumed that the source process is linear, so that S(W) is a diagonal
matrix with real entries. It is further assumed that the geophone-rock.
coupling is linear with a flat response within the bandwidth of interest. 
Although the data are three-component recordings from two sources,
mathematically it is possible to use only 2x2 square matrices, and a
further recording is required for full three-component processing. 
is an 2x2 matrix of dispersion terms  and excitation and attenuation

     for the different
modes. The number of modes cannot  be greater than 2 in this present

case, and    for all If this is not the case, then
further analysis of coherency combined with time-variant filtering or
combining frequency-slowness phase functions is required.As the
channel wave motion is an elliptical motion, each displacement or
polarization vector in the 2x2 eigenvector P matrix is complex in the
frequency domain (Cho and Spencer 1992). Each polarization vector
represents a non-linear motion in the time-domain.

The transformation procedure obtains the
eigenvalues and eigenvectors which most closely fit the overlapping,
coherent dispersed wave modes in the signal. The eigenvalue matrix

 estimated from applying this analysis to the first four seismograms
from the field data is shown in Figure 3.From this we observe that the
data consist mainly of one single eigenmode, with a smaller low
frequency component and a higher frequency residual which could be
indicative of Rayleigh-type motion.The dispersion characteristics of the
modes in the signal are now concentrated in  and can be used for
further dispersion analysis.These are separated from the polarization
anomalies in P(o) which are more sensitive to the orientation and
symmetry of the anisotropy.

FIGURE 3. Four-component subset of first four traces in Figure 2 after
similarity transformation in the frequency domain which attempts to
diagonalize the matrix. Traces are windowed around the dispersed guided
wave only.

Dispersion of the principal eigenmode
The principal eigenvalue solution on the rotated YY component can be
used for dispersion analysis in the normal way.One method for
interpreting this is to invert using the technique of Horne and MacBeth
(1994) for an anisotropic structure.This inversion consists of an
organized forward modelling search performed using a genetic algorithm,
which maximizes the degree of correlation between the observed and
calculated modal energy distribution in frequency-slowness space. This
fit function avoids direct-estimation of the observed group velocity using,
ridge searching. Figure 4 shows a standard frequency-slowness plot for
the first set of traces, with group velocity dispersion curves overlain. The
dispersion curves indicate that although the major energy distibution is
related to the Love-type mode, there is the latent potential to excite other
modes. The residual energy after rotation on the XX component may be
related to the two neighbouring higher modes.The anisotropic
parameters for these curves lie close to that of Liu et al. (1992).
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3 Channel wave processing

FIGURE 4. Frequency-slowness representation for principal
eigenvalue X,(o) recovered from the first set of traces, with dispersion
solutions for best fitting generalized modes.

Polarizatoin of purincipal eigenmode
For each frequency component in the signal we define a polarization
ellipse in the horizontal plane given by the complex vectors  and
p,(w) such that P(w) = {p,  . The characteristics of these
polarizations vary with mode type and with frequency. being dependent
primarily upon the strong contrast in the matrix velocities which form the
wavegu ide and secondly upon the anisotropic parameters.The
polarization in the present case can be defined by the ellllipticty  (ratio of
minor to major axis), sense of rotation (prograde or retrograde), and the
orientation of the major axis (in this present case this is the horizontal
azimuth  These can be defined from 

(2)

=   (3)

and;

The sense-dependent ellipticity is, in particular, a strong function of
matrix velocity contrast, and it is quite possible for the sense of rotation to
vary along a single mode even for an isotropic model (MacBeth and
Burton 1986). The parameter  is specific to the anisotropic
propagation, and is a function of the orientation of the symmetry axis and
strength of anisotropy, for a given symmetry system.

Figure 5 shows the variation of and  with frequency along the
Love-type mode in the coal-seam data compared with those from synthetic
seismograms. The ellipticity is close to zero at lower frequencies,
becoming first prograde and then retrograde either side of the peak
frequency of the signal.This can be directly related to the variations
observed in the time-series.The azimuth of the major axis has a
maximum at around 20 degrees, and for a particular symmetry system is
related to the strength of the anisotropy.We would expect low frequency
effects to be related to the anisotropy and layering in the country rock and

the higher frequency effects to be related to the coal-seam properties.

DISCUSSION

The symmetric positioning of the sources and receivers on the waveguide
resulted in low energy in the even modes (Rayleigh-type) (perfectly zero
in the isotropic case). Consequently, it was not possible to fully
investigate the Rayleigh-type modes, and our estimates have been strictly
in the horizontal plane.Rayleigh-type modes, together with data from a
vertical source, are necessary to fully confirm the type of seismic
an isotropy present in the waveguide through analysis of their
three-component polarizations.These waves may be generated by
off-centre sources and receivers.Although additional records from a
vertical source may be difficult to obtain in in-seam seismic surveys, this
is possible in cross-well surveys.Further resolution of the modes may be
achieved by processing data from arrays of multicomponent receivers.

CONCLUSIONS

A complex similarity transformationis presented which separates
dispersion and polarization characteristics of channel waves in the
frequency domain. Channel wave polarization is an important constraint
when anisotropic structure is interpreted by inversion of the dispersion.
The ellipticity and sense of rotation of a dispersed mode conveys
information regarding the velocity contrasts in the structure.The
orientation of the polarization ellipse at each frequency is related to the
orientation and strength of the anisotropic symmetry system. Ideally, the

polarization and principal eigenmode dispersion should be analysed in a
joint inversion scheme.
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Channel wave processing 4
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FIGURE 5. Ellipticities, sense of rotation and azimuth of major axis of
polarization ellipse as a function of frequency for: (a) observed traces
(dotted line); (b) synthetic seismograms (solid line). Triangle marks
frequency independent value for isotropic model.
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Three-dimensional Allan fault plane analysis

Karen S. Hoffman*, Derek R. Taylor, and Richard T. Schnell, Dynamic Graphics, Inc. DP1.8

SUMMARY

Allan fault-plane analysis is a useful
tool for determining hydrocarbon
migration paths and the location of
possible traps. While initially
developed for Gulf Coast deltaic and
interdeltaic environments, fault-plane
analysis has been successfully applied
in many other geologic settings. Where
the geology involves several
intersecting faults and greater
complexity, many two-dimensional
displays are required in the
investigation and it becomes
increasingly difficult to accurately
visualize both fault relationships and
migration routes. Three-dimensional
geospatial fault and structure
modeling using computer techniques,
however, facilitates both
visualization and understanding and
extends fault-plane analysis into
much more complex situations. When a
model is viewed in three dimensions,
the strata on both sides of a fault can
be seen simultaneously while the true
structural character of one or more
fault surfaces is preserved. Three-
dimensional analysis improves the
speed and accuracy of the fault plane
methodology.

INTRODUCTION

and the structure of juxtaposed fault
blocks. In other words, if a permeable
layer is adjacent across a fault to
another permeable layer, then the
possibility exists for cross-fault
vertical migration. Allan identified
three important parameters for this
model: 1) closure style, 2) cross-fault
geometry, and 3) stratigraphic
geometry. He developed a new type of
section, the fault-plane section, that
displays this information in two
dimensions. Instead of being vertical,
the plane of the section is the plane of
the fault. The beds on both sides of the
fault are displayed simultaneously, so
that stratigraphic juxtaposition can
be readily determined.

This technique has been widely applied
since it was first proposed. However,
the two-dimensional nature of fault-
plane sections has several limitations.
First, in a complexly faulted area,
where the trapping mechanism
depends on more than one fault,
multiple fault-plane sections must be
constructed. While this can be a time-
consuming task on its own, trying to
construct a mental three-dimensional
image of migration and entrapment
based on a series of two-dimensional
sections can be extremely difficult.
Second, the accuracy of the fault-
plane sections depends on the quality
of the maps from which they were
constructed. If faults are not
consistent from horizon to horizon,
due to limitations of fault polygon or
fault centerline methods of mapping,
then the fault-plane sections are not
reliable. Finally, the detailed
stratigraphic geometry required may

The model for hydrocarbon migration
and entrapment proposed by Allan
(1989) is based on the assumption
that faults in and of themselves act as
neither seals nor conduits. The
controlling factors in migration and
entrapment are, rather, the
juxtaposition of strata across faults
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3-D Allan fault plane analysis 2

be difficult to construct because of a
lack of data; a method for easily
calculating intermediate layers based
on limited amounts of data is needed.

The use of three-dimensional
geospatial mapping techniques helps
eliminate these limitations and
improves the speed and quality of the
fault-plane analysis.

METHODOLOGY

The first step is to improve the
quality of the geologic model. This is
accomplished by using a new computer
modeling technique to build a geologic
model in three dimensions (Hoffman
and White; 1993). This technique uses
fault surfaces as bounding, or
partitioning, surfaces in the
construction of a structural volume
model. A fault hierarchy defines the
truncation relationships between the
faults. The use of faults as surfaces
eliminates the inconsistency problems
that commonly arise when using fault
polygons or fault centerlines.
Intersections between faults and
horizons are not supplied by the
interpreter, but rather are calculated
from the data. Where faults die out
within the model volume, special
gridding techniques ensure zero
displacement at the point of
termination of a fault. At the same
time, any intersections between
horizons due to stratigraphic
deposition or erosion are
automatically calculated. This
technique for building a three-
dimensional geologic model provides a

much more accurate and
understandable structural model.

Another limitation of the two-
dimensional approach, a lack of
detailed stratigraphic geometry
needed for fault-plane analysis, is
also improved by constructing the
model in three dimensions.
Intermediate surfaces may be
calculated in the three-dimensional
geospatial model based on limited
data and detailed control for a few
horizons. Given the thickness of a unit,
either in terms of a constant or a
two-dimensional grid (so that
thickness may vary in X and Y), an
intermediate surface is calculated and
correctly intersected with the faults.
This correct intersection would be
difficult and time-consuming were the
faults not an integral part of the
three-dimensional model.

Once the three-dimensional model is
calculated, it can, of course, be
viewed three dimensionally. Using a
three-dimensional workstation for
real time visualization and movement,
the strata on one side of a fault are
displayed as opaque objects, and on
the other as transparent objects. The
three-dimensional configuration of
the fault surface is preserved since it
is viewed in 3-D, not 2-D. In addition,
multiple fault planes may be viewed
at any time, in conjunction with one or
more actual layers in any given fault
block. In this manner, the
understanding of complex migration
paths and trapping mechanisms is
greatly improved.
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3 3-D Allan fault plane analysis

Fault-plane analysis may be taken one
step further when rock properties are
also displayed. The three-dimensional
geologic model provides the structural
and stratigraphic framework for
three-dimensional property
interpolation. The two-dimensional
approach to fault-plane analysis
categorizes strata as permeable or
impermeable, and does not take into
account local variation within the
layer. By displaying actual rock
properties that are juxtaposed (such
as porosity or permeability), local
barriers to migration will be visible.
In addition, since rock properties are
calculated throughout the three-
dimensional model and not just on the
fault surfaces, variations and barriers
within the fault blocks may also be
investigated.

The use of three-dimensional mapping
techniques in fault-plane analysis
improves the speed and quality of that
analysis. Because of the methodology
used to construct the model, the
intersections of faults and horizons
are consistent throughout. Detailed
stratigraphic geometry needed for
analysis can be provided through the
calculation of intermediate surfaces.
No special calculation is necessary to
produce fault-plane sections since
juxtaposition information is
automatically contained within the
three-dimensional product. Multiple
fault surfaces may be viewed at the
same time so that understanding
migration paths and entrapment, in
areas where this depends on more than

one fault, is greatly improved. The
display of local variations in rock
properties not only along the fault
surface but also inside strata within
the fault blocks provides clues to
local barriers. The construction of the
three-dimensional geologic model
requires relatively little effort from
the investigator, which means that
alternative interpretations and
trapping mechanisms may be readily
explored.
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Development and Production Geophysics 2:
Reservoir Characterizations

Tuesday afternoon, October 25th

Trends in reservoir performance prediction

Andrew S. Mackenzie, BP Exploration DP2.1

SUMMARY

Stronger links tetween geoscience and
petroleum engineering are being fostered by new
tools and organisations.These linkages are
improving the effectiveness of business decisions
concerning reservoir performance, and are generat-
ing new challenges for the next generation of tools.

INTRODUCTION

A significant proportion of non-OPEC's
reserve adds continues to arise from improvements
to the reservoir management of existing fields.
These improvements are partly being achieved
through closer integration of geoscience and
petroleum engineering.Whilst much of this integ-
ration is about behaviour and organisation, new
tools are also drawing the different disciplines
together; and integrated teams are creating
markets for tools that promote further increases
in recovery from hydrocarbon reservoirs.

INTEGRATING TOOLS

Steadily improving software for storing
and visualising all sub-surface data allows all
disciplines concerned with reservoir management
to work on single datasets.A key input is the
sharper image of the reservoir provided by 3-D
seismic experiments.Equally critical are
algorithms that upscale detailed variations in
reservoir properties from the fine scales used
in geological models to the coarser scales
appropriate for reservoir simulation.Stat ist i -
cal techniques are employed to represent
variations in reservoir character caused by small-
scale sedimentary and structural features below
seismic resolutions so that their likely impact
on fluid flow can be captured.

A key driver of reservoir management
is optimising well numbers and performance.
Novel well geometries - including horizontal
wells - and the enhanced scope for steering wells
towards specific lithologies offer new oppor-
tunities for integrated teams of geoscientists,
petroleum engineers and geologists seeking to
optimise well locations.

CHALLENGES FOR NEW TOOLS

Current tools are improving the. esti-
mates of recovery,and the production profiles
of fields or groups of wells - although much
still depends on building an understanding from
the performance of early production.Insufficient
knowledge of local geological variety means pre-
diction of the likely performance of individual

wells remains relatively imprecise until rela-
tively late in field life. Time-lapse seismic
images of flood fronts during field development
could help improve this: however there are few
successful case histories.

A successful collaboration between
geoscientists and petroleum engineers to help the
development of cost-effective tools which sharpen
the image of both the reservoir and its fluids in
the vicinity of individual well locations could
both improve the precision of production forecasts,
and allow field development schemes to be optimised
better without the results of early production.

UNCERTAINTY AND COMMERCIAL AWARENESS

One aim of integration is to reveal the
commercial impact of technical work:by combin-
ing the outputs of all disciplines their individual
contributions to the economic outcome of a project
and its uncertainty are estimated.This allows
work programs to be optimised across all discip-
lines, and the aggregate technical uncertainty is
an important input to decisions which affect the
allocation of financial resources and the optimisa-
tion of both the field development scheme and the
subsequent management of a reservoir.

The statistical and upscaling techniques
developed to link geoscience and engineering help
to improve our estimates of technical uncertainty.
Upscaling algorithms can be used to construct very
coarse reservoir simulations that preserve the
broad fluid flow behaviours of finer gridded
models. Hundreds of realisations of these models
can be run within a week: together with new
experimental design techniques this speedup allows
a much fuller examination of the impact of sub-
surface uncertainty on project economics.

CONCLUSIONS

New tools are drawing geoscience and
petroleum engineering closer and revealing the
commercial impact of their work. This trend is
helping to improve reservoir'performance predic-
tion and management,and is setting new challenges
for even closer collaboration.
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Faster history matching and uncertainty in predicted production profiles
with stochastic modeling

Kelly Tyler*, Tarold Svanes, and Sturle Omdal, Statoil, Norway DP2.2

u m m a r y

High resolution sequence stratigraphical methods have been used
in the detailed geological modeling of the Ness formation of a North
Sea field. This updated geological description has been used as input
to the stochastic geological model for development of the reservoir
description for reservoir simulation for an element area of the Ness
formation. 14 realizations of facies architecture and petrophysical
roperties have been generated.

The stochastically generated realizations have been scaled up to
refined element of an existing deterministic, history matched reser-
oir simulation model for the full Upper Brent reservoir. The up-
scaled versions of the realizations have been connected to the full
eld model, and reservoir simulations have been performed to com-
are twelve years of production history with simulated results for
rell production, RFT- and PLT-data. Six of the realizations gave
ood to very good results when compared to measured production
data. These realizations were used for simulation of the future pro-
duction performance to the year 2010, making it possible to estimate
its uncertainty.

Introduction

The main purpose of history matching is to obtain geological and
eservoir simulation models which can be relied on for giving ap-
proximate prediction of future production and spatial distribution
of remaining oil. It is well known that history matching is an ill-
posed problem in that many models would match the history. How-
ever, only predictions which have been exposed to history matching
would be accepted. This process of changing the model data manu-
a11y is extremely laborious.It is also well known that in this process,
tssumptions lacking geological support are often made in order to
force the models to give a better fit. Such assumptions defeat the
purpose of the exercise, that is to obtain reliable predictions.

Stochastic modeling, providing many different geological mod-
&/realizations, increases the variation of the most important input
parameters, e.g.the geological properties influencing fluid flow. It
can be expected that these models should provide many realizations
which can be used as input to the reservoir simulator, and that some
of these realizations would give results with good comparison to the
observed production data without much further manipulation. The
cost-driving component of history matching, engineering time, would
be greatly reduced and the reliability of the geological models would
be increased.

Another important issue of history matching which has by ne-
cessity been unexplored is the uncertainty in the production profiles
caused by the inherent lack of knowledge of the details of the reser-
voir geology. History matching in itself is designed to reduce this
uncertainty by the changes introduced to the geological model dur-
ing the fitting process, but this is an error prone process as previously
mentioned. Sensitivity runs covering uncertainties in relative perme-
ability end-points or global changes to petrophyscial parameters, as
usual in predevelopment studies,are difficult ot make because the
model is already history matched. Major uncertainties in the geo-
logical model are usually out of the question in both predevelopment
and operation phases, because of the large work power involved to
construct alternative models.

By modeling explicitly the heterogeneities with stochastic mod-
eling, inclusion of uncertainties is straightforward. Quantification of
cash flow, tie-in of satellite fields, spatial distribution of remaining
reserves, infill drilling and IOR projects are examples of issues requir-
ing uncertainty estimates with respect to the reservor heterogeneities
before decision making.

The purpose of the study was to:

l build a geological model describing the heterogeneities of the
delta plain environment of the Ness Formation.

l combine the results of a detailed study of high resolution se-
quence stratigraphy with the Markov Random Field for stochas-
tic modelling.

l use the geological description in the reservoir simulation of pro-
duction history.

 evaluate uncertainty in long term forecasting using realizations
from the study for prediction forecasting.

l evaluate unswept oil for purposes of enhanced oil recovery tech-
niques.

Produc t ion  Per fo rmance and E lement  Mode l

The Ness formation, together with the Tarbert formation, comprises
the Upper Brent reservoir in the North Sea Field of study. The
aquifer is large for the field and lies to the west and north of the
field. The Ness and Tarbert formations are in communication via
faults and wells.

The element model used in this study covers and area of approxi-
mately 3.0 km x 3.2 km. The models covers the central portion of the
field, chosen due to the lack of complex faulting which may compli-
cate the interpretation of fluid flow results at this stage of modeling.
Also, the area chose had a relatively high density of wells compared
to the rest of the field. This allows better validation of the model at
this preliminary stage.

Reservoir Description
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Predicted production profiles with stochastic modeling 2

are marked by erosional truncation including incised valleys and a
basinward shift in facies in some places. Remnents of soil horizons
resting on lagoonal/bay-head/lower-shoreface facies identify the se-
quence boundaries.Surface data indicate that diagenetic minerals
often form along the sequence boundaries creating barriers to verti-
cal fluid flow. The incised valleys are usually filled by braided stream
deposits and capped by sharp flood surfaces with minor transgres-
sive erosion and little or no lag.These flooding surfaces can also
be identified in inter-valley areas and represent the top of the low-
stand system tracts (the lowermost parasequence in the sequence).
The parasequences of the transgressive and highstand system tracts
are primarily composed of lagoonal or offshore transition mudstones
at their bases and bay-head delta and lower-shoreface sandstones
at their tops. Sometimes minor fluvial sandstones with associated
levee/overbank/crevasse splays also occur on top of the bay-head
deltas.

MOHERES Model

Reservoir description using the MOHERES model (Tyler, 1994) in-
volves four stages which are conditioned to the known information:

•Geometry: The sedimentary strata are divided into geologi-
cal time zones which are simulated as parallelpipeds and then
compacted and eroded in order to achieve the realistic geome-
try of the zones.

l Sedimentary facies distribution: MOHERES has many
option for various sedimentary environments.The Markov
random field option (Fault, 1991; Tjelmeland, 1993) is used
to describe the mosaic character of the delta coastal plain en-
vironment.

l Petrophysical properties: The petrophysical properties are
simulated using a Gaussian random field conditioned to the
facies distribution.

•Upscaling: The high resolution of the reservoir description
model must be scaled before fluid flow simulations can be per-
formed.

Geometry

The high resolutionsequencestratigraphical study divides the Ness
into 11 sequences (Fig 1). The lowermostparasequencein most
sequences represents relative low sea-level (LS) and deposition of
channel sandstones, often as multistoried incised valleys. The parase-
quence(s) above the LS, represent relative high sea-level (HS) and
deposition of lagoonal and shallow marine sediments (Fig 2).

The geological model is divided into time zones which are mod-
elled independently and separated by geological time surfaces. The
zonation was chosen to model the facies ordering. Coals and shales
which form barriers were simulated as
(taken from interpretation from RFT
consisted of 13 zones for simulation.

surfaces separating time zones
data). The MOHERES model

Each zone is treated as horizontal parallelpiped during simulation
of facies, and back transformed using erosion and compaction to
obtain the realistic geometry. The 2D maps
defining the realistic geometry were interpol
anisotropy between wells.

(time surfaces) used for
ated using kriging with

Sedimentary Facies Distribution

The geometry of the heterogeneities of a reservoir is the determining
factor for what modeling technique should be used. The modeling
technique used to describe a reservoir must be selected such that

the facies architecture and sandbody continuity are represented cor-
rectly. The facies architecture of the Ness formation lends itself to
the Markov random field model (Fault, 1991; Tjelmeland, 1993), as
the sedimentary units fill the reservoir like building blocks. The
model parameters which are user specified include:

l Length distribution in the x, y and z-directions for each sedi-
ment ary facies .

l Relative frequency of each facies.
l Freedom of shape for each facies.
l Probability for transition from facies r to facies s.
l The degree to honouring the input fence diagrams.

The grid for the facies simulation was 50x50x0.25 meter block
sizes, yielding 79x79x225 grid blocks. Important features of the facies
architecture which have been honoured in the facies simulation are
mentioned:

l Low stand channels are often abandoned because of meander-
ing andavulsion
bodies. However,

• Crevasse splays
mediately below

are located
overbanks.

near
They

and therefore
anisotropy in

are simulatedas discontinuous
these bodies is clearly seen.

the margin of channels, im-
may also appear as internal

sandbodies within incised valleys.
l Coals and overbanks are large andextensive. In the LS’s they

form thin barriers above the low stand channels.
l The anisotropy of facies bodies is stronger in the LS’s than in

HS’s due to orientation along the coast line.
l Low stand channels are highly erosive, and therefore they erode

into lower HS’s. LS’s are not eroded by the overlying sands in
the HS’s.

Petrophysical Properties

Petrophysical properties are simulated within each facies using a
Gaussian ran
wireline logs

.dom
was

field model. For permeability, data estimated from
used. Permeability, porosity and water satura-

tion were co-simulated using the Pearson coefficient of correlation.
A trend wasused when simulating permeability inlower shoreface
sands and lagoonal deltas.

Upscaling

The
lion

detailed
grid cell

geological/petrophysical grid
s, which is too many for the

con
3D

tains about 1.3 mil-
reservoir simulator.

Therefore it is necesasary to scale the detailed geological models to
a coarser
fine grid.

grid, while
Scaling of

preserving the effective flow properties of the
porosity and water saturation can be done by

means of averaging, but permeability requires more mathematically
elaborate techniques.

Several techniquesare available in theprogram package used.
The technique chosen is to solve for the effective permeability by
solving the
numerically

flow equations
(Holden, 1992).

were included.
14 realizations of

(Darcy’s law and
During the upscal

conservation of mass)
ing, anisotropy factors

facies and permeability wereupscaledto be
used in the 3D reservoir simulator.

Reservoir Simulation

Reservoir Simulation Grid

The realizations from the MOHERES model have been included in
the element simulation model of the Upper Brent reservoir (Ness
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Predicted production profiles with stochastic modeling

Comparison to Historical Performance

Reservoir simulations of historical performance were performed for 14
realizations generated by MOHERES. These simulations were com-
pared with observed data and the results of the deterministic model
which had been history matched. The comparison involved well wa-
tercut, water production, water breakthrough, PLT logs and RFT
pressure measurements.Two of the production wells produce from
the Ness formmation exclusively, while the other production wells
have been perforated in both the Ness and Tarbert, while prioritiz-
ing Tarbert production.

Well Performance

From the analysis of cummulative water production from the pro-
duction wells, 6 of the realizations show good comparisons. The
stochastic model matches the water breakthrough and cumulative
water production very well for well one of the dedicated Ness pro-
ducers. The RFT and PLT logs also give very good matches for
this well. For the second Ness producer, water production buildup is
very slow in the stochastic model compared with the measured water
production rate. The history matching of the deterministic model
was very difficult due to the extremely low water production rate
for three years followed by a very rapid buildup. As seen from RFT
data, this well has not been easy to interpret due to a cementing
problem which leads to crossflow to the Tarbert formation.

Predict ion of Reservoir  Behavior

The 6 realizations which gave good comparisons to earlier produc-
tion data were used to simulate future production from the Ness
formation. According to both the deterministic and the stochas-
tic realizations, considerable oil volumes stillremain to be produced
from the Ness element. Although all four oilproduction wells in the
elemen.t have experienced water breakthrough, the prediction simu-
lations assume that these wells will continueproducing from the Ness
formation. Lower Brent oil producers are recompleted in theNess
and then the Tarbert. Theseare located higher on the structurethan
the first line of producers, attempting to produce the “attic oil”.

All the stochastic realizations show more oil production in the
years 1996-1998 than the conventional model. For water produc-
tion, there is a more complicated ranking, however, the stochastic

realizations result in higher oil production by the year 2010. These
simulations have been carried out for the model using the same well
activity plan as in the conventional model study.

Conc lus ions
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Examples of improved reservoir modeling through geostatistical data
integration

William M. Bashore and Udo G. Araktingi, Reservoir Characterization Research
Consulting DP2.3

SUMMARY

Results from four case studies are
presented to demonstrate improvements in
reservoir modeling and subsequent flow
predictions through various uses of
geostatistical integration methods.
Specifically, these cases highlight
improvements gained from 1) better
understanding of reservoir geometries
through 3D visualization, 2) forward
modeling to assess the value of new data prior
to acquisition and integration, 3) assessment
of reduced uncertainty in porosity prediction
through integration of seismic acoustic
impedance, and 4) integration of crosswell
tomographic and reflection data. The intent of
each of these examples is to quantify the add-
value of geological and geophysical data
integration in engineering terms such as fluid-
flow results and reservoir property
predictions.

INTRODUCTION

Because of the important impact reservoir
heterogeneity has on fluid displacement
processes, concentrated efforts have been
placed on generating detailed, geologically
realistic reservoir models for input to fluid-
flow simulators. Unfortunately for most
reservoirs, the available data control is highly
limited and quite sparse, especially for direct
measurements of the property of interest. In
response to the need for better quantitative
reservoir models, the field of spatial statistics
is gaining widespread interest and usage as a
tool for achieving this goal. Improvements
are made through the integration of data sets
of diverse type and quality. While the final
objective of the modeling process is to
produce 3D porosity and permeability

descriptions for engineering decisions, the
application of geostatistical algorithms is not
solely limited to generating these final
models. Three-dimensional models are also
necessary for interpretation scenarios and
data processing and preparation. This paper
presents results from four different studies to
demonstrate the potential utility of
geostatistics for a variety of purposes.

VISUALIZATION

The first example comes from a study
examining the consequences of the selected
interpretation style, namely lithostratigraphic
versus chronostratigraphic correlations
(Bashore et al., 1993). The ability to integrate
sparse well control with 2D seismic inversions
to produce 3D models provides a mechanism
for visualizing the spatial distributions of
reservoir and non-reservoir facies. The
development problem in question is one of
predicting reservoir-quality isolations encased
in less permeable sealing facies. Visualizing
these distributions highgrades not only the
identification and likelihood of potentially
trapped productive zones, but also highlights
potential problems in the constraining well-
log and seismic interpretations.

VALUE OF A DDITIONAL D ATA

The second example uses geostatistics to
determine the potential value of secondary
data to improving fluid-flow predictions
(Araktingi and Bashore, 1992). The question
addressed is “what would be the reduction in
uncertainty in recovery predictions if a 3D
seismic survey is acquired and integrated?“.
Sensitivity studies as to the magnitude of
prediction improvement given various levels
of correlation between porosity and acoustic
impedance and various levels of resolving
power in the seismic data (i.e., bandwidth) are
included. Histograms of oil recovery curves
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Improved reservoir modeling 2

from parallel studies with and without the
seismic data are compared to the true
recovery curve from the original control
model.

ASSESSING UNCERTAINTY REDUCTION

Unlike the second example which is a
forward modeling synthesis, the third
example is from actual field data. Results
from a 3D seismic inversion are integrated
with porosity logs (Bashore and Araktingi,
1994). Cross-validation is a technique in
which data are incrementally removed and
estimated back. Differences between actual
and estimated values provide confidence
indications for estimations made at non-data
locations. In this case, twelve of thirty-two
well logs are removed and predicted backs
using the remaining twenty wells both with
and without the seismic inversion. Besides
quantifying the reduction in standard error of
prediction, conditional simulations are shown
for both cases with the twenty wells and for
including all thirty-two wells.

CROSSWELL SEISMIC INTEGRATION

The final example demonstrates the use of
geostatistics to assess the improvement of
sector reservoir models by incorporating the
fine-scale heterogeneity estimates provided by
the crosswell information (Bashore and
Griffith, 1993). The processing of the
crosswell reflection data included several
applications of geostatistical modeling for
generating low-frequency background and
reflectivity balancing solutions. Calibration of
derived acoustic impedance and porosity logs
at the well tie points show the result of efforts
to maximize sample-by-sample cross-
correlations. Comparison of fluid
displacement images from flow simulations
show the improvement in predicting thief
zones as delineated from the crosswell
information. These comparisons also match
observed better recoveries than those
predicted from traditional modeling using
only well logs.

CO N C L U S I O N

Geostatistical techniques permit the
integration of multiple data sets and the
assessment of subsequent uncertainty
reduction. Three-dimensional models are
useful for a wide variety of applications such
as visualization for alternative or refinements
in the interpretation, assessment in the add-
value of a specific data type both before and
after its incorporation in the reservoir models,
and the integration of diverse data sets such
as crosswell tomographic and reflection data.
The power in these techniques lies in the
ability to fully utilize interpretations,
categorical data such as facies distributions,
and continuous properties such as porosity
and acoustic impedance, per the level of
confidence or quality in the data sets.
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Geophysics in the multidisciplinary reservoir description team: The RAZOR
Project, Prudhoe Bay Unit, Alaska

Ed Gilbert*, Stuart Montague, Chris Natenstedt, Rich Wiener,  USA; Marianne
Clippard, Peggie Gallagher, Dave Vralsted, BP Exploration; and Karen Romine, Exxon
Production Research DP2.4

SUMMARY
The RAZOR Project was a multi-disciplinary,

multi-company team formed to provide a detailed
geologic description of the Lower Ivishak reservoir in
spport of comprehensive reservoir management
fforts. Interpreting and mapping multiple stratigraphic
orizons, interpreting and tying faults in three
imensions, and detailed integration with sequence
tratigraphy resulted in an improved understanding of
reservoir architecture. The overall impact has been to
athieve a more proactive and effective integration of
geoscience products into the reservoir management
process.

NTRODUCTION
The Prudhoe Bay Field (figure 1) represents the

largest developed oil and gas accumulation in North
America, with original hydrocarbons in place of about 22
BSTB of oil and 47 TCF of gas. The field is a
ombination structural and unconformity trap, with
hydrocarbons reservoired in fluvio-deltaic sandstones

.of the Permo-Triassic lvishak Formation. Historically the
approximately 500 foot (152m) thick lvishak has been
vertically sub-divided into five zones (figure 2). Most
production to date has been from the upper zones of the
vishak, where the excellent reservoir characteristics of
he high net/gross fluvial reservoir sandstones lead to
high ultimate recoveries. Significant oil volume remains
within the poorer-quality reservoir rocks of Zone 1/2A in
the lowermost lvishak (figure 2). Historically low
recovery factors for Zone 1/2A reflect the interval’s lower
net/gross characteristics, reduced porosity/permeability,
and the increased structural and stratigraphic
complexity of the deltaic reservoir sandstones.
Continuing development of the Zone 1/2A interval is
expected to involve extensive use of non-conventional
wells, and locally target thin oil columns at depths of
approximately 9,000 feet (2700m).

Optimizing the development strategy for Zone
1/2A requires the integration of sound geological and
engineering principles to understand the structural and
stratigraphic controls on fluid distribution and flow
behavior. To further our understanding of these controls,
the RAZOR (Reservoir Analysis Zone One/Romeo)
Project was staffed by BP Exporation, Exxon USA and
Arco Alaska as a multi-company, multi-disciplinary team
charged with development of a detailed geologic
reservoir description of the Zone 1/2A interval. This
description was designed to support Zone 1/2A
reservoir management activities including reservoir
modelling and well planning processes. Technical sub-
teams were created to focus on reservoir structure,
stratigraphy and sedimentology, petrophysics,
production surveillance, and computer support.

STRUCTURE TEAM OBJECTIVES
Desired structural products were identified in

cooperation with the primary engineering and
geoscience customers. Major products included depth
structure maps on five horizons, a database describing
fault cuts in wells, and detailed fault statistics.

Specific objectives of the structural description
effort included identification of faults down to the lower
limits of seismic resolution, rigorous definition of the
three-dimensional spatial position of all mapped faults,
improvement of the map representation of the eastern
erosional truncation of the reservoir, reconciliation of
seismically-identified faults with fault-induced omissions
and repetitions of stratigraphy identified in well logs, and
generation of improved fault statistics for use in reservoir
simulation. Final data and interpretations include semi-
quantitative measurements of uncertainty, based on
data quality.

Because of operational priorities, and time and

manpower requirements, the geophysical interpretation
and mapping effort was concentrated on critical areas,
and so covered a smaller area than the Project as a
whole (figure 1).

PROJECT RESOURCES
The reservoir structure database included three

3-D seismic surveys, and 297 wells. Technology was
designed to be an “optimum mix” of vendor and
proprietary products used by the three companies
involved , including Geoquest IES (TM), Landmark
ZMAP-t (TM), ERMapper (TM) , Terrastation (TM), SAS
(TM), and various company proprietary systems .

Daily interaction of the various discipline sub-
teams was identified as a critical success factor for the
Project. All three companies contributed manpower in
the disciplines involved: geology, geophysics,
petrophysics, reservoir modelling, information systems,
and reservoir engineering. A high level of integration
between the disciplines was explicitly agreed to during
extensive pre-project planning, and periodically re-
defined as part of ongoing project reviews. In practice,
close day-to-day interaction between the structure and
stratigraphy sub-teams were particularly beneficial.

INTERPRETATION AND MAPPING
Multiple horizons were interpreted and mapped:

the so-called ‘Sag River’ marker (above top of
reservoir), a chronostratigraphic marker near the base of
reservoir, two internal horizons, and the Lower
Cretaceous unconformity which truncates the entire
reservoir to the east (figure 2). Faults were individually
mapped and tied together in three dimensions by
iterative interpretations of seismic lines, locally assisted
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RAZOR geophysics, Prudhoe Bay, Alaska 2

by attribute analysis. Multiple surface mapping and 3-
dimensional fault interpretation provide an improved
representation of the complex structure at the base of
and throughout the reservoir. Many faults were
periodically active during lvishak time, based on the
observations that faults often show an upward reduction
in throw, some faults die out upward, and stratigraphic
thickness changes occur across some faults. Effects of
these long-lived or multiple phases of deformation, the
non-vertical nature of the faults, and multiple
unconformities within the reservoir result in important
differences between structure at the top and base of the
reservoir. Some previously generated structure maps of
the base of reservoir were created by simply isopaching
down from the seismically well-defined ‘Sag River’
reflection above the reservoir top, and projecting faults
vertically from top of reservoir to base. This approach
did not fully represent the structural complexity of Zone
1/2A.

By directly interpreting and mapping
chronostratigraphic horizons within and at the base of
the Ivishak, the RAZOR structual products better depict
both fault positions and the structural forms of
stratigraphic surfaces at all levels within the Ivishak,
providing improved tools to support Zone 1/2A
development. An additional benefit is that simultaneous
interpretation of multiple surfaces requires that fault
interpretations be geometrically reasonable and
spatially consistent. Adherence to these standards
throughout the interpretation and mapping process
improved the quality of the final product.

This detailed interpretation reveals a much higher
fault density than previously mapped, and improved the
definition of small faults and fault trends. Small faults are
important in reservoir management, in that they affect
reservoir continuity and, in some cases, may act as
vertical conduits for movement of reservoir fluids. The
density, magnitude, and precise locations of small faults
are particularly important in the placement of horizontal
wells, especially in regions of thin oil column or where
thin shales are relied upon for isolation from overlying
gas.

Confirmation of the fault pattern and structural
interpretation technique is provided by drilling results
from the area of a pilot study conducted prior to the
RAZOR Project. In the pilot study area, 11 additional
wells have been drilled. Eight wells encountered (or
failed to encounter) faults as predicted within the
limitations of data, two encountered faults within less
than 400 feet of the predicted position, and one
encountered a very small-throw fault which proved to be
an unmapped extension of a predicted fault.

S T R A T I G R A P H I C I N T E G R A T I O N
Mapped fault surfaces were plotted against well

tractories in three dimensions, then cross-checked
against possible fault cuts (omissions or repetitions)
identified during the detailed sequence-stratigraphiclog
correlations undertaken by the stratigraphy sub-team.
This effort provided a useful quality check and validation
of the seismic interepretation, and improved the
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stratigraphic correlations by
thickness changes (figure 3)

identifing spurious

FAULT STATISTICS
Consistent definition of faults on all five surfaces

allowed generation of improved fault statistics for
stochastic model input (i.e., estimates of sub-seismic
fault populations), including 3-D spatial attributes. Faults
occur in three well-defined trends within the study area;
however, fault trends, areal densities (faults/unit area)
and displacements vary significantly over the greater
Prudhoe Bay Field area. Capturing 3-D attributes has
allowed generation of fault statistics such as dip angle
versus trend, length versus trend, displacement versus
trend, displacement versus dip, and displacement
versus length, as well as simple trends. Frequency plots
of fault length and displacement have been used to
indicate fault resolution limits of the RAZOR
interpretations and other pre-existing 3-D
interpretations.Maps can now be produced which depict
or screen faults by displacement or other attributes at
various stratigraphic levels within the reservoir. Fault
statistics can also be areally screened to provide
geologically specific input for reservoir modelling.

IMPACTS
The impacts of the overall RAZOR Project

products and the Reservoir Structure Team’s
contributions must be measured in terms of
improvements to long term reservoir management
success. Applications of these integrated structural,
stratigraphic, petrophysical and surveillance products to
well location planning, reservoir modelling, and analysis
of production anomalies has already contributed to a
more effective and proactive integration of geoscience
into the reservoir management process.

Disclaimer: The techniques and/or conclusions are
those of the authors and may not be shared by the
Prudhoe Bay Unit Working Interest Owners.

*The RAZOR Reservoir Structure Team consisted of
Ed Gilbert1 (S. E.G. presenter), Stuart Montague2,
Chris Natenstedt3, and Rich Wiener1 (Exxon USA);
and Marianne Clippard4 , Peggie Gallagher4 and
Dave Vralsted5( BP Exploration). Karen Romine6

(Exxon Production Research) provided valuable
assistance in the area of seismic modelling. Present
adresses: 1 Exxon Exploration Co., Houston, TX; 2

Exxon USA, Houston, TX; 3Exxon USA, c/o BP
Exploration, Anchorage, Ak; 4BP Exploration,
Anchorage, Ak;5 BP Exploration, Stockley Park,
London, UK; 655 Sideway Street, Chapman, ACT,
Australia.
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gure 1. Outline map of the Prudhoe Bay Field,
owing extent of the RAZOR area of interest where the
l leg lies within the lower Ivishak. The Reservoir
tructure Mapping Area was of limited extent. and lay
rgely within the Eastern Operating Area. as indicated
the smaller shaded area. The field is 35 miles
6km) long from northwest to southeast.

Figure 3. Correlation of fault cuts as identified in well-log
and seismic data. (A) Generated seismic line (recon cut)
along the plane of a deviated bore. A fault is interpreted
to cut the well bore just below the “Red/Blue” seismic
marker near the base of reservoir.
(B) Log cross-section of example well and adjacent
wells. Note the thinned stratigraphic section, indicated
by the convergence of the stratigraphic correlation
horizons, just below the “Red/Blue’ surface, as shown
by the seismic data. The stratigraphic omission,
equivalent to displacement for a normal fault. is about
15 feet for this fault cut.

Figure 2. Ivishak stratigraphic zonations and typical
seismic trace. The RAZOR seismic interpretation
horizons "Sag River". "Yellow", "Green". "Red/Blue", and
"Lower Cretaceous Unconformity” (not shown) were
sed to map the structural geometry of their Correlative
sequence stratigraphic markers. Sequence stratigraphic
horizons represent depositional surfaces, and therefore,
est approximate internal reservoir layering. Vertical
section represented is approximately 600 feet (250m).
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Reservoir characterization with sequential Gaussian simulation constrained
by diffraction tomography

Tien-when Lo*, Texaco Inc.; and Achmad Bemsawi, PT Caltex Pacific Indonesia DP2.5

SUMMARY

A geostatistical approach for reservoir characterization that
honors both surface seismic data and wireline data is de-
scribed. It first computes a velocity profile with seismic
diffraction tomography, then, performs kriging with an ex-
ternal drift and sequential Gaussian simulation using the ve-
locity profile as soft data and the sonic logs as hard data.
The product is a velocity profile with a resolution as high
as that of the smoothed sonic logs, showing lateral velocity
variations constrained by surface seismic data.

INTRODUCTION

Reservoir characterization using geostatistical approaches that
integrates seismic data and wireline data have been described
by several authors. Doyen (1988) maps porosity by cok-
riging 3-D seismic data with log data. Lucet and Mavko
(1991) maps porosity by cokriging cross-well velocity tomo-
gram with porosity logs. Journel, et al (1992) uses kriging
with an external drift, collocated cokriging, and Gaussian
simulation to integrate 3-D seismic data and log data for the
mapping of a salt dome. Tonn (1992) estimates the reservoir
quality from 3-D seismic data attributes (instantaneous am-
plitude, instantaneous phase, and instantaneous frequency)
and log data. This paper differs from the preceding studies
by using the velocity tomogram generated by seismic diffrac-
tion tomography as the constraint for the kriging and simu-
lating of sonic logs.

METHOD

Figure 1 shows the flowchart of this approach, which consists
of five steps.

The first step is to compute a velocity profile with variable
background seismic diffraction tomography. This requires
the use of prestack seismic data and a background veloc-
ity model. Seismic Diffraction tomography first computes a
perturbation function.This perturbation function is then
applied to the background velocity model to generate the
diffraction tomography velocity profile.

The second step is to make cross plots between the veloci-
ties determined by diffraction tomography and the velocities
determined by sonic logs at well locations. The cross plots
must satisfy the trend model for kriging with an external
drift, E{Z(u)} = a0 +  with Z(u) represents the ve-
locity determined by sonic log at location u, and y(u) repre-
sents the velocity determined by diffraction tomography at
location u.

The third step is to construct a 2-D variogram from the log
data and then fit the variogram with a smooth surface. The
variogram contains covariance values that will be needed for
solving the kriging equation.

The fourth step is to perform kriging with an external drift
using the diffraction tomography velocity profile as soft data
and the log data as hard data. The kriging estimate of a
sonic log value at a specific location is a linear combination
of the real sonic log data,

where u is the location where the sonic log value is to be
estimated,  is the location of sonic log data,  is the
kriging estimate of the sonic log velocity value at location
u,  is the sonic log velocity value at location  (hard
data),  is the number of sonic log data,  is the kriging
weight at location u.X,(u) is constrained by the soft data
and can be found by solving the kriging equation,

where y(u) is the tomography velocity (soft data) at location
u, and   is the covariance between the sonic log
data at locations  and up,  and  are the La-
grange parameters. This system of linear equations is solved
by the Gauss- Jordan elimination method.

The fifth step is to perform sequential Gaussian simulation,
which consists of six steps:

(1) Take a normal score transform on the log data such that
the transformed log data have a normal cdf(cumulative dis-
tribution function).

(2) Define a random path that visits each
simulated once.

location to be

(3) At each location, solve the kriging equation and compute
the mean and variance of the ccdf (conditional cumulative
distribution function) of the sonic log value to be simulated.
The real sonic log data and previously simulated sonic log
data are used as hard data and the tomography velocity data
are used as soft data.

(4) Draw a value from that ccdfas the simulated sonic log
value.
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